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IEX: US equity market upstart has to prove slow is best 
 
Having won exchange status from the SEC, IEX now has to prove slower is best for US stocks 
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Having won a bitter industry fight to become a US equity exchange, investors will soon see whether IEX 
of Flash Boys fame can fundamentally disrupt and change the business of buying and selling shares. 

The granting of exchange status to IEX, the upstart equity trading venue that slows down the speed of 
share transactions in the world’s biggest equity market, may mark a sea change for an industry that has 
long embraced ever faster trading. 

The linchpin of IEX’s strategy is a 350-microsecond delay that it argues can level the playing field by 
preventing high-frequency traders from racing ahead of slower investors to take advantage of price 
quotes before they update. 

Whether this speed bump improves the quality of the market as IEX and its supporters argue, or not — as 
much of the established industry claims — is the key question that could reshape the structure of US 
equity trading. 

To have a meaningful influence on how US stocks trade, IEX’s leader Brad Katsuyama has long argued it 
must be a fully regulated exchange on equal footing with the New York Stock Exchange, Nasdaq and 
Bats Global Markets — a status it won on Friday from the Securities and Exchange Commission in the 
face of staunch opposition from those exchanges and Citadel Securities, the market maker. 

“IEX has the potential to greatly improve equity trading, but the proof will be in the prints,” says Tyler 
Gellasch, executive director of Healthy Markets, a non-profit group focused on market structure reform. 

Others are doubtful. 

“Is it a pyrrhic victory?” asks Larry Tabb, founder of Tabb Group, and who says the speed bump will make 
it harder to determine the right price, complicating the job of market makers that will widen spreads 
between bids and offers as a result, raising the cost for investors. 



Mr Tabb adds: “If it makes the US market less competitive, less efficient and it costs everyone more 
money, yeah they have won, but everyone else has lost. We will start seeing it after a few months. We will 
see if price improvement and market efficiency gets worse.” 

A key issue for investors, traders and industry players is how much market share can IEX lure away from 
incumbents, once it starts operating as an exchange from August. 

 

As a formal exchange, quotes on IEX will be part of the system for determining official market prices. US 
rules dictate that trades must be routed to the best price at any given time. As such, IEX is poised to gain 
share just by being an exchange since it will attract orders in the event of providing the best price for the 
broad market. Brokers can choose if more than one exchange has the best price. 

“If IEX protects investors and reduces investors’ trading costs, then investors and brokers may flock to it, 
and other venues may recognise that they don’t necessarily have to indiscriminately chase all HFT to 
remain profitable,” says Mr Gellasch. 

 

 



In contrast with its rival exchanges, IEX must lure order flow from investors with its promise of protecting 
them from predatory HFTs since it won’t be paying rebates to brokers to trade at its exchange as other 
exchanges do. 

“This may not be as impactful as people think in terms of market share and volume growth,” says Jamie 
Selway, head of the electronic brokerage at agency broker ITG. “It may be philosophically impactful.” 

Joe Saluzzi, co-founder of Themis Trading and long-time IEX supporter, says he will route to the 
exchange even without the rebate. “I want to find real liquidity,” he says. 

He adds that stock price spreads could widen but if the consequence is to draw bigger orders into the 
market, “maybe that isn’t the worst thing”. 

At the very least, IEX has forced a new interpretation of existing rules for stock trading that stipulate 
investors get the best prices immediately. To pave the way for IEX’s approval, the SEC also determined 
that delays of less than one millisecond were de minimis. 

Many now wonder if the US equities industry — fixated on speed for the last decade — will result in 
exchanges introducing copycat speed bump venues, especially if IEX’s model takes off. 

“We are evaluating the SEC’s decision and assessing all options to ensure the best outcome for the US 
equity markets and all of its participants,” Nasdaq says in a statement. 

Mr Saluzzi expects that those potentially being disrupted by IEX are studying how to carve out new 
opportunities. “These guys are really smart and they haven’t been blindsided,” he says. “They are looking 
at how they can play on this playing field.” 

For all the rancour generated by IEX’s application — and now success — in becoming an exchange, 
plenty rides on whether it will upend the current US equity trading model. 

‘’If IEX doesn’t deliver, then investors and brokers will quickly look elsewhere. That would leave us pretty 
close to exactly where we are today,” says Mr Gellasch. 

 


